
This That These Those (Demonstrative Pronouns)

Name: Date: __/__/20__

But in a few years the restless fit again took possession of him, and
________ time he would hear nothing.
1.

this

Would it not be an unholy consecration-a consecration at the hands of
________ who were not themselves consecrated?
2.

those

I want a natural one, ________'s all.3. that

I have nothing to lose except my life, and nothing to gain but the betterment
of ________ who have been released from the horrors of slavery.
4.

those

________'s the only way to express it.5. That

It was the old woman again, but ________ time with her face towards me,
with a look upon it, it seemed to me, as if she were conscious of my presence.
6. this

If there have been wars which call for repentance and humiliation on the
part of ________ who waged them, there have been again and again periods
of peace which call for even deeper humiliation and keener repentance.

7.
those

It seems desirable to preserve the names of ________ who have
championed and voted for a measure so bitterly opposed.
8. those

The Chinese, in ________ respect, as in every other, are much more
advanced than their neighbours.
9. this

I suppose ________'s what you mean.10. that

A paler form of the last, whose general habits and eggs are the same as
________ of the eastern bird.
11.

those

As an example of the error of talking figuratively to ________ who do not
appreciate, and who are apt to take everything literally, a story is worth telling.
12. those

I soon fell asleep again, and ________ time slept long and profoundly.13. this

He generally sent a boy down from the mill, but ________ time he came
himself.
14. this
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________'s why I hate the country.15. That

The school had been in session for more than a month, and ________
who were particularly interested in the arithmetic competitions were already
calculating their chances of success.

16. those

But the Universities might extend their influence, and ________ who have
leisure might combine to introduce some of the methods which have helped
to create a living public interest in literature and art in European countries.

17. those

While taking the cork from a bottle which is deposited on the top, and
which contains the names of ________ who have ascended the mountain, my
axe slipped out of my hand, and slid some thirty feet away from me.

18.
those

________'s all I've learned.19. That

He smiled, and she smiled back, but ________ time it was she who was
embarrassed.
20. this
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